
The amazing CCMBA WORKSHOP 
SEE MIRACLES HAPPEN!!! 

 

                             Surrey, Sunday, March 19th, 2017 
 

The C.C.M.B.A. & C.C.S.M.C 
Electro-magnetic phenomenon and DNA Clearing 

Contact: 604 385 1111    Email:  healnowitstime@gmail.com 

IF YOU ARE A HEALER OR IN NEED OF HEALING, 
THIS IS ONE OF THE BEST GIFTS YOU CAN GIVE YOURSELF 

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE NOT ONLY TO WITNESS MIRACLES, PERHAPS EXPERIENCE ONE! 
 

Dr. Sharon Forrest, a healer since early childhood, blends healing and science with love and laughter. Sharon 
presents this remarkable Mind/Body Healing opportunity for those who are interested in experiencing the 
amazingly powerful CCMBA "Complete Cellular Mind Body Alignment & Activation" and the CCSMC 
"Complete Cellular Soul Memory Clearing", truly electromagnetic phenomenon. Sharon, who has been 
teaching the CCMBAA worldwide for 30+ years, and now the CCSMC, is still in awe of what takes place in 
each session and how powerful and yet simple it is. It is claimed by researchers to be the most powerful 'Hands-
On-Healing' Technique in the medical and spiritual fields today.  

Yes, you can learn how to do it in just a few hours! 
Experience the Law of Grace, which takes precedence over the Law of Karma. The CCBMA Energy works 
with the Higher Self on the individual's issues no matter what they are and gets results! Evidently, the Energy 
targets the problem wherever it exists and works on all levels, mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual. Some 
will release deep-seated emotional and physical trauma; others' bones will realign, some have chronic back/neck 
pain and/or scoliosis, which totally disappears; still others will release toxins and poisons from their system; 
others will have a Divine spiritual awakening, others are energized, some will let go of non-desirable habits, 
some increase healing abilities, and still others will gain a totally new outlook on life. What will be your 
experience? Come and find out! 
There are several benefits from doing the CCMBA and CCSMC often. Each time you experience the CCMBA 
and CCSMC you will work on something different and you will experience something different, often on 
higher, deeper, more profound levels.  

If you would like to read testimonials about CCMBA healings please refer to her website: 
www.healingnow.com or Google CCMBA and CBA. 

 

 ☛  Please wear comfortable slacks/sweats.  ☛  Please bring pillows and a quilt or blanket 

    ☛  Please bring something healthy for the PotLuck   ☛  Should you eat prior to the class, eat very lightly. 

Inside each one of us there exists an infinite source of wisdom, healing energy and an unlimited 
reservoir of possibilities that are waiting to be awakened. 

Come ready to experience a phenomenal, one of a kind workshop! 

"All things are possible until they are proved impossible — 
and even the impossible may only be so, as of now."~ Pearl S. Buck 

Total Cost:  
for the 2 workshops 

$125  

 


